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SUMMARY Product developers frequently discuss topics related to
their development project with others, but often use technical terms whose
meanings are not clear to non-specialists. To provide non-experts with pre-
cise and comprehensive understanding of the know-who/know-how being
discussed, the method proposed herein categorizes the messages using a
taxonomy of the products being developed and a taxonomy of tasks rele-
vant to those products. The instances in the taxonomy are products and/or
tasks manually selected as relevant to system development. The concepts
are defined by the taxonomy of instances. That proposed method first ex-
tracts phrases from discussion logs as data-driven instances relevant to sys-
tem development. It then classifies those phrases to the concepts defined
by taxonomy experts. The innovative feature of our method is that in clas-
sifying a phrase to a concept, say C, the method considers the associations
of the phrase with not only the instances of C, but also with the instances
of the neighbor concepts of C (neighbor is defined by the taxonomy). This
approach is quite accurate in classifying phrases to concepts; the phrase is
classified to C, not the neighbors of C, even though they are quite similar to
C. Next, we attach a data-driven concept to C; the data-driven concept in-
cludes instances in C and a classified phrase as a data-driven instance. We
analyze know-who and know-how by using not only human-defined con-
cepts but also those data-driven concepts. We evaluate our method using
the mailing-list of an actual project. It could classify phrases with twice
the accuracy possible with the TF/iDF method, which does not consider
the neighboring concepts. The taxonomy with data-driven concepts pro-
vides more detailed know-who/know-how than can be obtained from just
the human-defined concepts themselves or from the data-driven concepts
as determined by the TF/iDF method.
key words: taxonomy, knowledge management, know-who/know-how

1. Introduction

Many system development projects, such as those for bank-
ing systems and network management systems, require the
collaboration of developers in various development divi-
sions within the company. This collaboration may include
creating basic or detailed system designs, implementing
module prototypes according to the designs, and adding or
testing modules. Developers responsible for handling mod-
ules or development procedures often collaborate with each
other in the course of their work. Given the long develop-
ment schedules common for complex projects, some turn
over of personnel must be accepted. It is essential that the
new people be able to utilize the know-who and know-how
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information created by the original experts as contained in
the logs of message systems.

Semantic web techniques allow important concepts to
be analyzed and extracted as classes within an objective do-
main, with the goal being to create a domain ontology com-
prising classes, relationships among classes, and instances
that are members of each class [4], [14]. By referring to
this ontology, users can acquire detailed knowledge about
the objective domain so described. Several researchers have
also adopted the idea of using a task ontology to describe
the relationships among objective classes in a domain on-
tology and tasks related to those classes [18]. Referring
to these created ontologies provides opportunities for non-
expert users to acquire detailed and precise expert knowl-
edge.

It is difficult, however, for product developers to de-
velop the detailed, comprehensive relationships of concepts
required to create a regular ontology. Our idea is to semi-
automatically create taxonomies of developed products and
of tasks related to those products by analyzing the mailing-
lists of the product developers generated over the course of
the project, and then extract the know-who/know-how infor-
mation of that project. A taxonomy is defined as a concept
hierarchy. Each concept in the taxonomy has manually de-
fined developed products or tasks relevant to those products
as instances. The concepts are defined by the taxonomy of
instances.

To build a taxonomy automatically, several ontology
learning studies [7], [24] first analyze key phrases that rep-
resent the topic discussed in a document, and create the hier-
archical relationships between those phrases extracted from
a document set. [7] extracts the key-phrases as tags from
blog entries using the tf/iDF method, and attach those to the
blog entries. They then create the tag hierarchy by analyz-
ing the subsumption relationships between tags, to visualize
the knowledge discussed in blogs. Their approach is similar
to ours from the viewpoint that they first extract key-phrases
from the document set, however their aim is to build tag hi-
erarchy out of nothing. We consider that when applying on-
tology learning techniques to extract knowledge in a domain
such as system development domain (in which the expert
knowledge is needed), an ontology generated out of nothing
is too ambiguous to permit its reuse by the system develop-
ers in further system development tasks. We also consider
that phrases attached to a class in the taxonomy should be
specific phrases against that class if we are to express such
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Fig. 1 Image of taxonomy with relevant and unified concepts.

detailed expert knowledge.
Our solution starts with preparing small taxonomies

built by taxonomy experts who participated in a long-
running development project. These taxonomies are small
enough that they could be built by developers even while
pursuing their current activities. Next, we extract phrases
used for product development by analyzing the mailing-lists
of messages about the project and classify those phrases to
the concepts defined by taxonomy experts. We calculate the
association between phrase p and the instances in the con-
cepts, and classify p to one or more concepts if the associ-
ation level is high. The method proposed herein allows for
the creation of new data-driven concepts: relevant concepts
Cr and unified concepts Cu. Relevant concept is defined by
the instances in a certain concept Ci and the extracted phrase
as a data-driven instance that is relevant to the concept Ci.
Unified concept is defined by the instances in a concept in
product taxonomy and a different concept in task taxonomy.
We call the human-defined taxonomy with data-driven con-
cepts the expanded taxonomy in this paper. The former has
strong association with one of the concepts in the original
taxonomy while the latter are associated with both prod-
uct and task concepts as shown in Fig. 1. The goal is to
allow a non-expert to easily grasp the accumulated know-
who/know-how by referring to the expert knowledge identi-
fied by the expanded taxonomy.

The main contributions of this paper are described be-
low.

• We classify phrase p to concept C in the taxonomy by
considering not only the association between the in-

stances in C and p, but also the associations between
the instances in the concepts near C (as defined by
experts who created the taxonomies) and p. In this
way, we can accurately discriminate which concept the
phrase should be assigned to.
• We can extract know-who/know-how information in

more detail by using a taxonomy with data-driven
concepts than we can by using only small static tax-
onomies. We can also analyze know-who/know-how
in more detail by referring to the actual contents of the
e-mails classified under Cr and Cu. This has the effect
of taxonomy enrichment as well as yielding concrete
application examples that can drive forward the taxon-
omy (or semantics) based knowledge management.

We evaluated our method using small taxonomies cre-
ated by a few taxonomy experts and product developers who
participated in an actual project and the actual e-mails used
to discuss and advance the project. As a result, our method
classified phrases as data-driven instances to the concept
twice as accurately as the TF/iDF method. Furthermore,
our method provided more detailed know-who/know-how
information than could be acquired by using only the expert-
created concepts themselves or the data-driven concepts as
extracted by the TF/iDF method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We de-
scribe related works in the next section. We then propose
our method of classifying phrases to concepts to create the
expanded taxonomy and show how to apply the expanded
taxonomy to analyze know-who/know-how in Sect. 3. Sec-
tion 4 evaluates the effectiveness of our method using actual
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mailing-lists created in a project; Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Works

Taxonomies have been created in various service domains
on the Web. The DBPedia project [3] extracts structured in-
formation from Wikipedia and makes this information avail-
able on the Web. The authors in [27] extract a taxonomy
from English Wikipedia, by inducing isa and notisa labels
for the edges of the category network. [22] automatically
distinguishes between instances and classes in large scale
taxonomies derived from Wikipedia.

As for practical studies that try to express business pro-
cesses as formal knowledge, [17] extracts taxonomy con-
cepts of business activities. We also find eTOM (eBusi-
ness and expanded Telecom Operations Map)†, which de-
fines taxonomies of main business processes related to tele-
com business activities. However, the concepts in these tax-
onomies are defined in a rather abstract manner because they
make use of knowledge common to a wide variety of busi-
ness domains or a wide variety of sub-domains within those
domains. Thus, we cannot simply use them for expressing
knowledge specific to actual system development projects.

Several studies have been conducted to reuse knowl-
edge distributed in social networks by formalizing knowl-
edge in approaches, such as ontologies, which must be care-
fully created by humans [4], [14], [25]. The authors in [14]
developed a system that automatically classifies browsed
web pages against an ontology, and allows users to share
comments made on these pages. As the user browses web
pages, recommendations of relevant documents which have
already been shared are produced, based upon both the
user’s social network as well as the semantic content of the
page currently in view. However, creating the formal knowl-
edge needed to create an ontology by hand in a specific do-
main is still too hard for non-specialists.

There are several studies on ontology learning that aim
to generate ontologies automatically from text document
sets [5], [7], [9], [11], [24]. Several researchers use Hearst-
patterns such as “X, Ys and other Zs” or “Ws such as X,
Y and Z” [11] to extract is-a relationships from the docu-
ments. Here, X, Y, Z, and W mean the words in the sentence.
Those methods can acquire quite accurate word to word re-
lationships, though they fail to acquire a lot of relationships.
[1] used a large amount of web pages using Google search
API to acquire a lot of relationships. We consider Hearst-
patterns-based methods may acquire quite accurate relation-
ships of concepts or those of instances, but they will often
fail to analyze the relationships of key-phrases in a certain
domain because they only focus on the linguistic lexical pat-
terns, and do not analyze the key-phrases used specifically
with regard to the topic discussed in that domain.

On the other hand, [7] extracts the key-phrases from
blog entries using the TF/iDF method, and then creates the
tag hierarchy by analyzing The subsumption relationships
between tags. The TF/iDF method is often used when mea-

suring the associations between a term and document set
S . Expressing T F as the number of occurrences of a term
in document set S , where |D| is the total number of docu-
ments and DF is the number of documents that include the
term, TF/iDF determines the associations between the term
and a document set S as T F/IDF = T F × log |D|DF . We
can consider that the term and document set S are related if
the association value is high. However, as explained in the
Introduction, their method aims to generate key-phrase hi-
erarchies out of nothing; the generated hierarchy is likely to
be too ambiguous for the developers to acquire the detailed
experts knowledge needed in domains such as the system
development domain.

There are studies that target the enrichment of existing
ontologies or taxonomies by extracting data-driven topics
from a document set. In [8], each concept is located in a
simple ontology and has a manually defined set of words.
On the other hand, topics can be learned automatically from
a text corpus by applying a statistical topic model, such as
the latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [6]. The au-
thors in [8] train a probabilistic model based on LDA over
the words in a document and concepts. They then map a
document to concepts in a given ontology. Ontology en-
richment is addressed by the authors of [10]; they extract
phrases relevant to instances in an ontology by using Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [15]. They then create classes that
have extracted phrases as their instances. In addition, [12]
uses concepts defined within WordNet†† to preprocess the
texts when clustering text documents. In [13], the authors
map words in text documents onto concepts defined within
WordNet, and use them in their proposed learning process
for document classification.

For taxonomy or ontology enrichment, [2] classifies
the document or sentence to the concept in a given taxon-
omy by checking the co-occurrence of the concept name
and the words in the document or the sentence in the doc-
ument. Those works are related to ours because both ap-
proach adopt document or sentence classification for tax-
onomy/ontology enrichment. However, [2] classifies docu-
ments from the root concept in the taxonomy to their child
concepts by checking the co-occurrence frequency of the
concept name and the words in the sentence accumulated in
each concept. As a result, the classification of the sentence
to end concepts in the taxonomy often fails, when the co-
occurrence frequency between the name of concepts in an
upper hierarchy level and the sentence is lower though that
between concepts in a lower hierarchy level and the sentence
is high.

Our approach differs from the above approaches and
methods because we classify phrase p used in discussion
message among developers to concept C in a taxonomy by
considering not only the associations between p and in-
stances in C, but also the associations between p and in-
stances in concepts near C (as defined by experts who cre-

†http://www.tmforum.org/browse.aspx?catid=1647
††http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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ated the taxonomies). Our method does not classify the
phrase from root concept to its child concepts. It directly
checks a certain target concept in any hierarchy level in the
taxonomy to calculate the association of that concept name
and the phrase also considering whether any concepts are
more strongly associated with the target phrase among the
concepts that are near to the target concept. As a result, we
can extract phrases whose characteristics approach those of
C but are different from those of the sibling concepts of C.

In [26], the authors try to automatically identify com-
munities of practice within an organization. Their method
uses e-mail data to construct a network of correspondence,
and then discovers the communities by partitioning this net-
work. The only pieces of information used from each e-mail
are the names of the sender and receiver. We, on the other
hand, analyze topics about a development project within
mailing-lists using taxonomies related to the project. Thus,
we can extract know-who/know-how comprehensively by
referring to the concepts in the taxonomies.

In [19], [20], we proposed user interest extraction from
users’ blog entries following the taxonomy of content items
that is created by content providers, and similarity measure-
ment between those extracted user interests. The evalua-
tion in [19], [20] shows that the proposed method can ac-
curately extract user interests from blogs and measure the
similarity of users. In this paper, we apply the above pre-
viously proposed method to knowledge extraction from the
mail messages accumulated in mailing lists. The problem
is that there is no taxonomy related to system development,
thus the main technical contribution in this paper is taxon-
omy enrichment from the mails accumulated in the mailing
list for system development. Using this expanded taxon-
omy, we can analyze know-who/know-how accurately as we
show in our evaluation.

3. Method

We first describe the design of the small taxonomies and
then explain our method of classifying phrases as data-
driven instances to concepts in the taxonomy. We then ex-
plain creating data-driven concepts (relevant concepts and
unified concepts) using classified results and creating ex-
panded taxonomy by attaching those data-driven concepts to
the human-created concepts in the taxonomy. Next, we ex-
plain how to use the expanded taxonomy in analyzing know-
who/know-how information.

3.1 The Design of Taxonomies

We explain the procedure used to design the taxonomies us-
ing the example in Fig. 1.

(1) First, a designer chooses the project for which to
knowledge management is to be realized. We believe the
best project granularity is that found in the mailing-lists, be-
cause mailing-list participants share their in-depth knowl-
edge of the project by exchanging messages.

(2) The designer creates a taxonomy of products and

another of the tasks relevant to those products. An example
is shown in Fig. 1. Each concept has instances tagged with
manually-defined name attributes that express the product or
task itself. Name attribute of an instance means the name of
the instance as assigned by humans. This taxonomy follows
the notion of the prototype-based ontology in [5]. Concepts
in the prototype-based ontology are distinguished by typi-
cal instances rather than by axioms and definitions in logic.
Concepts are formed by collecting instances extensionally
rather than describing the set of all possible instances in an
intensional way, and selecting the most typical members for
description. This idea is suitable in creating our taxonomy
because developers do not have enough time to describe the
set of all possible instances in an intensional way. Here, we
give the concept name using one of the name attributes of
the instances in the concept, for convenience following the
notion of the prototype-based ontology. In the prototype-
based ontology, concepts are formed by collecting instances
extensionally. Thus, in fact, it does not set concept names in
the taxonomy.

The taxonomies express only a hierarchical relation-
ship among the concepts and restrict the succession con-
ditions of the hierarchy. For example, the concept “router
fault management system” in Fig. 1 has the property of “NW
management” via the concept “NW management system”,
the parent of the “router fault management system”. The
property of the concept is used for restricting the charac-
teristics of the concept. We can assign several instances to
concepts. For example, there are the instances “NW man-
agement system”, “NW operation system”, “Network oper-
ation system” and “Network operation system” in the con-
cept “NW management system”.

3.2 Method

We now explain our method. First, we assign e-mails into
the most relevant concepts in the small taxonomies.

3.2.1 Assigning E-Mails to Concepts

We can apply our previous method of classifying blog en-
tries into taxonomies [19], [20], to classify e-mails into the
concepts of the small taxonomies. However, we should con-
sider that e-mails differ from blog entries in at least one char-
acteristic; i.e., we discuss various topics in an e-mail thread
exchanged over a period of time. We divide each thread in
the mail log into mails exchanged on a week-by-week ba-
sis, because we think message topics of a project thread are
apt to change every week. We call these weekly blocks of
threaded e-mails a “mail set” hereafter.

We first remove citations (lines beginning with >) or
signatures (lines that include physical or mail addresses)
from the mails in each mail set. An example of the proce-
dure for classifying mail sets into the concepts of the small
taxonomies is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, we give the concept
name using one of the name attributes of the instances in the
concept, for convenience.
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Fig. 2 Procedure of assigning e-mails.

(1) If there is more than one name attribute of instances
in Ci in the descriptions of mails in a mail set, we classify
the mail set into Ci. A mail set can be classified into several
different concepts.

(2) We then eliminate classification mistakes caused
by words with several meanings by filtering. For example,
the name attribute of instance “getter” has several different
meanings; e.g., a product that collects NW management in-
formation from NW nodes such as a router or server, or a
JAVA language method that returns the value of a field. In
this paper, we explain the filtering algorithm below. It uses
the characteristics present in the taxonomies; neighboring
concepts of concept C have properties that are close to those
of C.

If there are name attributes of instances in Ci in mail m
of mail set S , the filtering algorithm checks whether more
than one name attribute assigned to instances exists in the
concepts of neighbors of Ci in the descriptions of mails of
S . If such name attributes exist in the descriptions, we clas-
sify m and S into Ci, considering they include topics for
instances related to Ci. If no such name attributes exist in
the descriptions, we filter m of S by not classifying them
into Ci. In Fig. 2, mail m of mail set S is classified into
the concept “getter” under the concept “NW management
system” if there are descriptions of both “getter” and “NW
management system” in the mails in S .

We can adjust the range of neighboring concepts of Ci

by using hop counts, which are defined as the number of
concepts between the concept being considered as a neigh-
bor and Ci. For example, neighboring concepts are only
parent concepts or sub-concepts of Ci if the hop count limit
equals one. The concept “router fault management system”
in Fig. 2 is a neighbor of “getter” if the hop count is set to
one. If the hop count equals two, neighboring concepts also
include grandfather concepts or sibling concepts of concept

Ci. The “setter” and “NW management system” concepts
are neighbors of “getter” when the hop count is set to two in
Fig. 2.

3.2.2 Attaching Data-Driven Concept to Human-Created
Concepts

Next, we explain how our method classifies phrases as
data-driven instances into concepts in expert-prepared tax-
onomies.

(1) We first extract phrases relevant to the development
project from the mailing list by using a corpus created by ter-
mEX (http://www.r.dl.itc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/˜nakagawa/resource/
termext/atr-e.html). TermEX is a tool for automatically ex-
tracting technical terms from the corpus of technical do-
mains. Developers in the project then manually removed the
phrases that were not relevant to the project, and extracted
phrase set P that is relevant to the topics of the project.

(2) Next, we classify phrases to concepts in tax-
onomies. Concepts in taxonomies precede the properties of
their parent concepts, and concepts in a deeper hierarchy of
taxonomies are closer only to their parent concepts. Con-
sidering this characteristic, we assign the topic of phrase pl

to Ci if pl is closer to the instances in Ci than to those in
the neighbor concepts of Ci. Neighbor concepts of Ci are
determined by the taxonomy.

Now, we explain the procedure of assigning a new rel-
evant concept Cr to concept Ci.

(a) We first select concept C j that is a neighboring con-
cept of Ci but is not an ancestor concept of Ci, because Ci

precedes the properties of ancestor concepts.
(b) Next, we measure the occurrence rate |pl∈ S (Ci)|

of phrase pl in mail sets S (Ci) that are classified to Ci. If
we classify pl to concept Ci or to neighboring concepts of
Ci only based on occurrence rate, almost the same phrases
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Fig. 3 Explanatory image of classifying phrases to concepts.

will be classified to Ci and its neighboring concepts, because
the properties of the neighboring concepts of Ci are close to
those of Ci.

To solve this problem, we propose a method that mea-
sures the association score U(pl) between instances in Ci

and pl as expressed by Eq. (1).
|pl∈S (Ci)|∑

po∈P |po∈S (Ci)|
|pl∈S (Ci)|∑

po∈P |po∈S (Ci)| +
|pl∈S (C j)|

∑
po∈P |po∈S (C j)|

(1)

For example, if the value of U(pl) is greater than 0.5,
phrase pl occurs more often in S (Ci) than S (C j). Thus, pl

has a higher association with Ci than C j.
(c) We repeat procedures (a) and (b) to examine X num-

ber of neighboring concepts CN of concept Ci, and measure
the associations between Ci and C j in CN . Next, we acquire
Ū(pl), the average score of U(pl) among the X neighboring
concepts of Ci. If Ū(pl) is greater than heuristic parameter
α, we consider pl to be a phrase specific to Ci.

Here, phrases specific to Ci are fewer if C j is closer
to Ci in terms of hop counts as defined in Sect. 3.2.1. This
is because the semantic similarity defined by the taxonomy
between Ci and C j is too close. Thus, we adjust the se-
mantic similarity between Ci and C j by changing the hop
counts. The main advantage in using taxonomies is that we
can measure the association in detail by considering not only
the similarities between instances in concepts and phrases in
p but also those among instances in neighboring concepts of
C (which are selected by using hop counts) and phrases in
p. Here, we don’t use all neighboring concepts of C. We
select concepts in which have almost the same amount of
mail sets are classified as those classified in C, and the less
similar concepts (which are defined by taxonomies) with C
among all neighboring concepts.

For example, we can acquire the specific phrase
“SNMP” and remove the buzz phrase “log file” for the con-
cept “getter” if Ci is set to “getter” and the hop count is set
to more than four as shown in Fig. 3. We can also remove
“SNMP” and obtain the more specific phrase “error analy-
sis” if we set the hop count to a small value such as two.

(d) Finally, we assign the relevant concept Cr, which is

defined by the instance set of Ci and phrase pl (as a data-
driven instance), to Ci.

3.2.3 Analyzing the Relationships between Products and
Tasks

We analyze the mail messages that include instances in con-
cept Ci in the product taxonomy and those in concept C j in
the task taxonomy, because we consider that both sets of in-
stances may include know-how. Thus, we create the unified
concept Cu, which shares the instances of Ci and those of
C j.

We create unified concept Ci j that comprises the topics
for instances in Ci j in mail sets |S (Ci) ∩ S (C j)| if the asso-

ciation between concept Ci and C j, defined as |S (Ci)∩S (C j)|
min(S (Ci),S (C j))

using the Simpson coefficient [23], is Y highest among all
candidate concepts C j. Here, S (Ci) and S (C j) are mail sets
classified into Ci and C j, respectively.

3.2.4 Classifying Mails to Concepts in Expanded Tax-
onomies

We can extract user knowledge as explained in Sect. 3.2.1 by
classifying mail sets to taxonomy concepts combined with
data-driven concepts. We classify a mail set to Cr if the set
shares the name attributes of instances (both human-created
instances and data-driven instances) in both Ci and Cr. We
also classify a mail set into Cu that unifies Ci (product tax-
onomy) and C j (task taxonomy) if the set shares the name
attributes of instances in both Ci and C j.

3.2.5 User Knowledge Extraction from the Classified Re-
sults

Finally, we can obtain the system development knowledge
of each user by sorting classification results based on the
user ID attached to each mail.

3.3 Analyzing Know-Who Using Expanded Taxonomy

We analyze know-who by introducing a knowledge score
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that defines the degree of knowledge of each user for each
concept in the taxonomies. The following definitions are
taken in our previous work [19], [20].

(1) The weight of knowledge of each mail is one. (2)
If mail mi has N(mi) kinds of name attributes of instances
that are located in different concepts, the knowledge score
of a concept in mi becomes 1/N(mi). (3) If we define the
set of mails published by a user as M, the score of knowl-
edge N(Ci) of each concept Ci is N(Ci) =

∑|M|
(mi∈Ci)

(1/N(mi)).
|M| means the number of mails in M. (4) The score of
knowledge of the concepts is reflected in that of the par-
ent concept. If we have concept set C that includes sub-
concepts, relevant concepts, and unified concepts under con-
cept Ci, the score of knowledge under concept Ci is given by
N(Ci) +

∑|C|
Ck

(N(Ck)). |C| means the number of concepts in
C.

We can analyze user knowledge under concept Ci from
the user knowledge to extract relevant concepts or unified
concepts under concept Ci. Thus, we can identify a user as
having a high degree of knowledge if the user frequently dis-
cusses not only instances in concept Ci but also those in rele-
vant concepts or unified concepts. Thus, our approach, com-
bining concepts with data-driven concepts, is very useful in
analyzing know-who because in discussing the instances of
concept Ci, developers often talk about related topic of Ci

such as topics for data-driven instances, and frequently omit
direct references to Ci and its instances themselves.

3.4 Analyzing Semantic Relationships between Similar
Users

We can measure the similarity of knowledge among de-
velopers by using extracted user knowledge. Collabora-
tive filtering techniques [21] usually express the degree of
knowledge of user ua about item i as element vai of vec-
tor Va. They then calculate the similarity between users
based on the covariance of vector V of users. In our pre-
vious work [19], [20], we proposed a method of extracting
user interests according to a taxonomy of content items by
analyzing the descriptions of users in their blog entries, and
measured the similarities between the interests of users.

Combining the extracted user knowledge based on con-
cepts with data-driven concepts yields more accurate simi-
larity measurements. Developers engaged in actual system
development projects often discuss details of modules that
are not listed in our small taxonomies. Similarity measuring
methods can judge the similarity by using not only the con-
cepts in our small taxonomies but also the relevant concepts
or unified concepts assigned to C.

One of the important advantages of using taxonomies
is that we can assign taxonomy-based semantic tags to the
relationships between users as shown in Fig. 4. When using
conventional methods that do not use taxonomies in express-
ing user knowledge, we can only set keyword-based tags to
the relationships between users with similar knowledge. In
this case, we should check the similarities and differences in
their knowledge by checking all keywords, such as similar-

Fig. 4 Assigning taxonomy-based semantic tags to the relationships be-
tween users.

ities in postgres or oracle and differences in zone or address
design assigned to the relationships. However, it is a heavy
burden to check all keywords assigned to the relationships
between users, and the user may not initially understand
such keywords. On the other hand, users can semantically
understand the similarities between user A and B as defined
in “Address Design” under the concept “Path Design”, and
differences in “Oracle” under the concept “Database (DB)”
by referring to the semantic tags assigned to their relation-
ships.

3.5 Analyzing Know-How Using Expanded Taxonomies

Users can acquire know-how of each concept by referring
to the mail sets as classified into the concepts or relevant
concepts of expanded taxonomies. By following the expert
knowledge contained in the taxonomies, they can acquire
know-how of a project even if they are new to the project. In
particular, they can acquire a lot of know-how about the de-
velopment activity of each module by referring to the unified
concept which includes topics of each module and each task
activity. When a user wants to browse information about a
concept, we can provide mail sets in the order of those that
contain the highest number of name attributes of instances
in the concept.

4. Evaluation

We evaluated our method using the simple taxonomies cre-
ated by expert developers who participated in a NW man-
agement system development project, and the mailing list
created during the project.

4.1 Dataset and Methodology

The mailing lists used in this evaluation were created by
111 developers and included 23,833 e-mails sent from April
2006 to June 2007; there were 13,342 mail sets and 8,913
mail threads. The product taxonomy contained 49 con-
cepts; the task taxonomy contained 57 concepts. These tax-
onomies were created by three development engineers over
a period of six hours and, on average, had three hierarchy
levels. Furthermore, they contained 156 instances, thus the
engineers defined each concept by giving it at most two in-
stances. We took three hours to extract a phrase set, which
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contained 6132 phrases, from the mailing lists by using ter-
mEX. Phrases that consisted of only a single written char-
acter, those consisting of only “to be” verb forms, etc. were
eliminated. The proposed method created 1,469 relevant
concepts.

In evaluating our method, we focused on the following
three points: (1) How well each relevant concept mirrored
the characteristics of its original concept in the taxonomy.
(2) How effective our method was in extracting know-who.
(3) The effectiveness of our method in extracting know-how.

We evaluated these three points by carefully checking
the results obtained from three expert development engi-
neers in this project. In this way, we were able to avoid
mistakes and changes in their answers. In our evaluation, we
set parameter X, which is the number of selected neighbor-
ing concepts of the evaluation target concept as explained
in Sect. 3.2.1, to 3, 5, and 10. We assumed that few rel-
evant concepts would be created when X was three, and
many relevant concepts would be created when X was ten.
α, which is a parameter used in creating relevant concepts
as explained in Sect. 3.2.1, was varied from 0.8 to 0.95; we
found that result accuracy increased with α, but fewer rel-
evant concepts were created. Thus, we set α to 0.85. Fur-
thermore, we set hop counts to five in Sect. 3.2.1, and set
Y , which is a heuristic parameter used to judge the associ-
ation strength of concepts in different taxonomies (product
taxonomy and task taxonomy) as explained in Sect. 3.2.3,
to 5. We compared our method to a method that does not
add relevant concepts to taxonomies and a method that used
the conventional TF/iDF method to add relevant concepts to
taxonomies.

In a previous experiment, we evaluated the accuracy
obtained when classifying user descriptions into the con-
cepts in taxonomies, as explained in 3.2.1 in [19], [20]. This
prior experiment confirmed that high classification accuracy
was possible even though it focused mainly on classifying
blog entries.

Accordingly, in this paper we do not describe the ac-
curacy of evaluation in classifying the results of mail sets in
much detail. Briefly, we were able to achieve highly accu-
rate results by checking several messages that were man-
ually classified because we used mailing lists closely re-
lated to the taxonomies used for classifying the mail sets,
and because we used taxonomies that consisted of concepts
whose name attributes of instances were technical phrases
that were used rather specifically in the project. (The accu-
racy of classifying mail messages is also reasonable given
the high accuracy of creating relevant concepts.) However,
several concepts had instances whose name attributes con-
sisted rather general words such as “problem” and “verify”.
Thus, for the task taxonomy in particular, the classification
results we obtained were not wholly accurate.

4.2 Evaluating the Characteristics of Relevant Concepts

First, we evaluated the adequacy of relevant concepts. We
prepared two types of correct answers created by develop-

Table 1 Accuracy of extracting relevant concepts.

ment experts. In the first type, we call the corresponding
answer set answer set (a), the topics were close to the char-
acteristics of C and/or those described in e-mails that may
include know-how information. Second, we call this answer
set answer set (b), the topics were not close to the charac-
teristics of C but the e-mails describing them may include
know-how information. We then evaluated 10 concepts ran-
domly selected from among the 116 concepts in our tax-
onomies. Table 1 shows the results obtained when check-
ing the top five or ten topics related to each concept. These
results suggest that the proposed method can extract cor-
rect answers with twice the accuracy possible with TF/iDF
when we use correct answer set (a). On the other hand, both
methods achieved almost the same accuracy against correct
answer set (b). The reason for the superiority of the pro-
posed method is that it produced fewer inaccurate relevant
concepts.

4.3 Evaluating the Effectiveness of Know-Who Analysis

The effectiveness of the method’s know-who analysis was
checked, because know-who information is a critical com-
ponent of product development. In the evaluation, three
development experts assessed the “experts” identified by
the method in 10 randomly selected concepts out of the 49
product concepts. Each “expert” was assigned a knowledge
score, and we evaluated the results obtained by changing the
number of “experts” so extracted to 5, 10, 15, or 20.

Figure 5-(a) shows the average results obtained for the
ten concepts. These results confirm that the expanded tax-
onomies created by our method could extract 3% to 10%
more “experts”, those with know-who information, than was
possible by using just the original taxonomies, and 3% to
8% more than was possible by using the expanded tax-
onomies created by the TF/iDF method. A key finding is
that our method becomes relatively more accurate as “ex-
perts” set increases. This is because of the more extensive
relevant and precise knowledge contained in the expanded
taxonomies created by the proposed method.

We then measured the effectiveness of the method in
determining developers with similar ranges of knowledge
using the similarity measurement method proposed in [19],
[20]. From the 111 developers in the mailing list, we man-
ually selected five with wide ranging knowledge and five
who had more restricted knowledge. The proposed method,
the original taxonomy and TF/iDF methods were then used
to identify sets of the 101 remaining developers who most
closely matched the knowledge levels of the reference set.
Three different expert developers then graded the actual sim-
ilarity of the knowledge levels.
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Fig. 5 Results of know-who analysis (X axis indicates the number of users and Y axis indicates
accuracy of the results).

Table 2 Results of know-how analysis (MS means mail set).

The methods were challenged to identify groups of 5,
10, 15, and 20 matching developers.

The results in Fig. 5-(b) confirm that the expanded tax-
onomies created by our method extracted 10% to 20% more
developers with similar knowledge to those in the target set
than was possible with the original simple taxonomies. For
three of the four cases examined, the proposed method was
more accurate the expanded taxonomies created by TF/iDF
method. Thus, we found that the relevant and precise knowl-
edge contained in the expanded taxonomies created by the
proposed method helps us to find more suitable know-who
developers. Furthermore, it is important that we can assign
detailed semantic tags between similar developers using ex-
panded taxonomies as explained in Sect. 3.4.

4.4 Evaluating the Effect of Know-How Analysis

We then evaluated the effectiveness of our method in finding
know-how by checking the classification of mail sets. We
evaluated the results we obtained by having the three expert
developers check three and six mail sets in order of their
scores as classified in each concept. Five randomly selected
concepts from the 49 product concepts were targeted. Here,
the score of the mail set in a concept is computed by check-
ing the frequency of description of instances in the concept.

Table 2 shows the results obtained. They confirm that
the relevant concept mail sets contained more know-how in-
formation. This is convincing because detailed knowledge
is stored in mail sets assigned to deeper concepts. The
unified-concept mail sets contained very little know-how
information, see “unified concepts 1” in Table 2. Check-
ing the results in detail, we found that the low accuracy of

the unified concept assignments originated from the con-
cept “problem”, the concept “test” yielded especially low
values. This is because we were not able to remove clas-
sification mistakes caused by name attributes of topics that
had several meanings, such as “problem” and “test” even
though the filtering technique explained in Sect. 3.2.1 was
applied. Manually removing the unified concepts of “prob-
lem” and “test” improved the accuracy as indicated in “uni-
fied concepts 2” in Table 2. To improve filtering perfor-
mance, we may need to calculate the association between
message topics and those in the taxonomies by checking
whether both sets of name attributes occur in each e-mail,
i.e. processing individual e-mails rather than sets. Individ-
ual e-mails have relatively narrow and/or stable topics, and
so evaluating the co-occurrence of the instances in such top-
ics achieves higher precision.

5. Conclusion

We combined expert-created concepts with data-driven con-
cepts created by analyzing e-mail messages exchanged dur-
ing a long-term project. Our method classifies phrases as
data-driven instances to concepts in a taxonomy by consid-
ering associations between not only the phrases and the in-
stances in taxonomy concept C, but also the instances in
concepts near C (as defined by experts who created the tax-
onomy). Then, we attach the data-driven concept that has an
extracted data-driven instance and instances of C to expert-
created concept C in the taxonomy. Our proposed method
was found to offer twice the accuracy of the TF/iDF method,
which does not consider the neighbors of C. It also enables
us to acquire more detailed know-who/know-how informa-
tion than could be acquired by using only the expert-defined
concepts themselves or using the expert-defined concepts
with data-driven concepts created by the TF/iDF method.

We now apply our method to a knowledge manage-
ment system in present system development projects [16].
In the future, we will analyze how know-who/know-how
information varies among different development projects,
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with the goal of creating common-use taxonomies relevant
to tasks for several objective concepts. Through the use of
these taxonomies, we will comprehensively analyze know-
who/know-how information pertaining to the development
of various products.
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